Critical thinking

When Galit Chait, an Israeli ice dancer, transitioned from Olympic-level athlete to coach, she said, "I never knew it would be so hard. You not only have to be a good coach, you also have to be a psychologist." Coaching practice has never been as simple as telling an athlete what should be done. Rather, it involves helping the individual or team understand the different components of a skill or play and how they work together to facilitate a desired outcome. Whether it is teaching a runner how to start out of the blocks, a soccer team how to score a goal, or an athlete how to overcome the nerves of competition, moving beyond the physical skills or the "how to" instructions and engaging the psychological comprehension of the athlete(s) is an essential strategy of coaching.

So, how do coaches encourage the athlete to become a part of the learning process? Many theorists suggest that developing critical thinking is a key ingredient in learning. The use of strategic questioning to engage the athlete in the training process will lead to a higher degree of transfer of knowledge. For coaches, this means understanding critical thinking processes and being able to construct a strategic plan of questions to move their athletes through the problem-solving process to improve the skill on which they are working. Retention of a skill is usually higher when the athlete is personally engaged in the learning process.

Critical thinking is an activity that involves examining an issue through a variety of lenses, processing the information gathered, and integrating this information into one's own knowledge base. It involves identifying the goal of the learning process, gathering knowledge from different perspectives, comparing the information against what is currently known, and determining the best course to acquire a new set of skills.

I recently spoke to a coach who was asking me if SIRC had any resources to help him with his athlete who was struggling with the nerves of competition. In order to examine how some world class athletes approached pre-competition preparation, we gathered quotes such as:

- "It is very important to be mentally strong when you are out in the competition arena. You have done all the physical things, so it comes down to the mental focus. You have got to get in there and focus on yourself and get the job done. You have put in the hours, lifted the weights, thrown the shots, done the drills and it is just getting out there and doing it." Valeri Vili, 2008 Olympic Games gold medal women's shot put.

The relationship between nerves and performance, what skills were already being applied, what was working and what was not. In order to provide the coach with alternate strategies to discuss with his athlete, we turned our focus to finding resources discussing coping strategies for competitive anxiety. The following resources are some that were suggested:
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better. I feel the excitement with the Games is really a motivational thing, and not something that will hold us down. Any extra spark we can use as a mental spark is welcomed." Larsen Jensen, American swimmer on preparing for Beijing 2008

- "I felt really relaxed out there, even doing the warm-up. I was supposed to smile a bit more, be a bit more calm, it was one of my key words tonight, be calm, loose and just trust my training, because I have been training the best I have ever been." Joannie Rochette, Skate Canada International gold medalist

The final step of the process is for the coach to take his or her new resources and combine this with teaching expertise to lead the athlete through his or her own learning session by using a clearly conceptualized questioning strategy that will connect with the overall learning objective and enhance the athlete's understanding of the skill being learned. Asking athletes critical thinking questions during training sessions will help them to transfer their new knowledge onto the playing field.
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